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Tests and Evaluations 

The Swiss army carried out tests of the 

system's chassis and cutter unit's resistance 

to explosive blasts. Six detonations of730 g 

of TNT with fragmentation between 0.04 

m and one m were carried out against rhe 

cutter unir. Five deronarions of 200 g of 

TNT were fired beneath the vehicle tracks. 

No serious damage was reported in any of 

the cases. 

During the su mmer of 2002, 

DIGGER DTR rested the prototype for 

two months in Albania and Kosovo on real 

minefields, in partnership with rhe FSD. 

T he informacion collected during these 

tests was used for the D-1 redesign. PMA-1 

explosions under the vehicle's tracks caused 

no damage to the system. The protection 

shield was tested against fragmentation 

with a PMR 2A fired at six m. No serious 

damage was observed. 

Second Generation: The D-2 

In 2004, the developmenr team will 

design the D-2, the second generation of 

this vegetation clearance vehicle. In order to 

answer dcminers' needs, rhe use of this 

machine will be extended to a multi-tool 

ground preparatio n vehicle for mine 

clearance assistance. Irs main activity will 

continue to be vegetation clearance, but it 

will also manage tasks such as area 

reduction or spoiling debris with a shovel. 

Some new specific rools will be designed for 

rhe D-2. 

T he D-2 will be equipped with a more 

powerful engine (3,300 cubed em, 51 

kW/69 hp). Most improvements will be 

made in rhe assembling techniques in o rder 

to reduce production rime and costs. 

Logistics and Infrastructure 

International transportation can be 

easily accomplished in a 20-fr container, 

which can also be optionally equipped as a 

field workshop. Its small dimensions and 

weight allow rhe D-2 ro be carried by a 

small truck or a trailer. DIGGER DTR can 

provide rhe specific recovery equipment 

necessary to pull rhe D-2 our of a minefield 

in case of serious damage. 

Length without attachment 

Vehicle width 

Width with attachment 

Wo rk ing width 

Overall height 

Max weight with attachment 

Table 1: D-2 Technica l Data. 

DIGGER MCA: Mine Clearance 
Assistance 

Under this name, DIGGER will offer 

a special concept of renting a two-person 

staff and all working facilities, including 

logistics, which will be entirely adapted to 

the client's demand. This kind of service 

has been developed from a humanitarian 

standpoint, with the aim of reducing the 

mine clearance costs for the deminers by 

using a highly efficient and skilled ream. 

This staff, with expertise in vegetation 

clearance and rhe usc of our machine, will 

carry out ground preparation work for the 

contracting organizations. Even if the two 

expatriates using the machine are paid more 

than local staff, the MCA operations will 

cost less than manual vegetation cutting, 

due to the high productivity increase 

offered by the D-1. When an organization 

rents our services, there is no need to train 

irs staff to buy logistical means and install 

working faci lities. The first operation in the 

field carried our by DIGGER MCA is 

planed fo r 2004, in partnership with the 

Swiss government and the Swiss army. 

Selling Strategy 

The D-2 will be available for sale in 

2005. As a humanitarian and non-profit 

organization, DIGGER DTR's goal is to 

make the D-2 affordable to as many 

demining organizations as possible, so rhar 

the safety of the deminers can be improved 

and global mine clearance productivity can be 
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increased. Due ro rhe D-2 selling price being 

fixed ro the costs, as well as the significant 

voluntary development work involved, 

DIGGER DTR is able to sell this vehicle at a 

very attractive price (165,000 C HF). 

*All graphics courtesy of the author. 
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IMSMA V3.0: Experiences From 
the ••1MSMA Diaspora•• 
The Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA) V3.0 was 

released June 2003, and early experience with the system has been 

positive. Salient features are summarized, including geographic 

information system (GIS) capabilities based on ArcView GIS. 

Recommendations include operations-oriented training focusing on 

reporting information from IMSMA. The following article describes the 

new version and discusses local customization. The authors also describe 

upgrading to IMSMA V3.0 based on experience as IMSMA administrators 

and trainers within their organizations. 

by Mohammed Qasim, MACA 
and John Walker, former 
trainer, U.S. DoD HDTC 

Introduction 

Information technology (IT) is a 

support function within the bigger world of 

humanitarian mine action. IT managers 

strive to turn data into information and 

information into knowledge so we can find 

better mine action solutions. This expedites 

the following: 

• Safe demining 

• Impact, technical and completion surveys 

• Quality control and assurance 

• Mine risk education (MRE) 

• Reliable, secure communications 

• Training 

Mine action is always evolving, which 

the term reflects. Humanitarian demining 

first focused on rhe physical removal of 

mines; worldwide, good programs are now 

in place doing this. As managers shift 

attention to education and efficiency, 

information system people have a bigger 

job to do. The fi rst job of a managemem 

information system (MIS) is to support 

Operations (Ops)-nor create "data 

processing" capability, resulting in the well

known problem of "a lor of data but no 

information." The IT ream should also 

support headquarters administration, 

donor reports and interagency liaison as 

well as give 24/7 support to decision makers 

through timely and accurate information 

and analysis. So they need a good 

information system. 

Information systems for mine action 

must be simple, economic, secure and 

stable. The system must be locally 

maintainable while following international 

norms and focus on the "leading edge"

not the "bleeding edge"- of technology. 

G IS and data export-import capabilities are 

essential. The system should support local 

languages and share information in UN 

languages, with full acceptance by the 

in ternational m1ne action diaspora. 

Moreover, software should be easy to usc 

and able to run on standard compurers. 1 

The system meeting these criteria is 

IMSMA, developed ar rhe Swiss Federal 

Institute ofTechnology in Zurich (ETHZ) 

with leadership by the Geneva International 

Center for Humanitarian Demining 

(GICHD). No mine action center (MAC) 

should operate without IMSMA. 

IMSMA Background 

The Swiss M inistry of Defense, 

through the Center for Security Studies and 

Conflict Research at ET HZ, sponsored 

IMSMA development as parr of 

Switzerland's commitment to humanitarian 

demining. The software development ream 

engineered IMSMA as a highly customized 

Microsoft Access database; any group using 

small-office PCs could use the system. 

In 1999, the UN Mine Action Service 

(UNMAS) declared IMSMA its standard 

mine information darabasc. 2 The GICHD, 

founded in 1998, began training and 

implementation as a partner with ETHZ. 

Using Arc View software, ETHZ developed 

IMSMA GIS, a custom version of ArcView 

optimized for mine action. GIS allowed 

presentation and analysis of mine action 

information (vector data) on maps and 

imagery (raster data). 

UNMAS and rhe U.S. government 

began encouraging use of IM SMA. 

IMSMA V2, developed and distributed 

from 2000 ro 2002, added a tasking tool 

and improved the GIS engine. ETHZ's 

development ream was recognized by the 

Environmental Systems Research Institute 

(ESRI) for outsranding G IS work. 

Use of IMSMA by MACs 

accelerated. The U.S. Department of State 

and Department of Defense accepted it as 

their mine action standard, superceding 

rhe expensive Demining Support System 

(DSS). ESRI worked with rhe GJCHD to 

provide ArcView 3.2a ro mine actio n 

programs, giving many lesser-developed 

countries their first GIS. Nicaragua and 

Afghanistan p ioneered I MSMA usc. 3 

During 2002 and 2003, with at least 28 

mine action programs running IMSMA, 

the GICHD assumed responsibility for 

training and implementatio n support. 

ETHZ developers began work on the 

IMSMA "new generation" using extensible 

markup language (XML) technology. This 

will be an excltlng and posltlve 

development. 

ArcView and IMSMA GIS 

ArcView, developed by ESRI 111 

Redlands, California, is a well-known 

desktop G IS used worldwide by planning 

agencies, un iversities, corporations and 

anyone needing accurate geograph ic clara. Ir 

has powerful tools for querying spatial data. 

ArcView GIS does nor require strong 

skills for basic use, although it does rake 

training to become proficient. People 

experienced with graphics software (e.g., 
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Satellite imagery of Mazar-e-Sharif, Balkh province of Afghanistan (northern area) is the 
ArcView GIS raster data base layer of the MACA minefield perimeter plot (vector data from 
IMSMA datapool). c/o MACA, Kabul 
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GIS view of the HDTC Moon Village area, where U.S. Special Operations Forces train in humani
tarian demining, shows minefield information pulled from the IMSMA V3.0 datapool by 
ArcView's identity tool. The ability to query the data pool by clicking on a map is a powerful 
IMSMA GIS feature. c/o DoD HDTC 
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Adobe Photoshop) or mapping programs 

such as FalconView learn quickly since 

rhey understand "layers" of data ("themes" 

in ArcView). Quantitative skills are 

useful, and a skilled SysAdmin may 

add functionality rhrough custom 

ArcView extensions. 

IMSMA V3.0 

ETHZ developed IMSMA V3.0 

between 2002 and 2003 and rhe GICHD 

released ir in June 2003. This is a complete, 

well-organized and full-fledged information 

system. Advances include the following: 

• MRE management 

• Contacts and organizations tables 

• Data quality explorer 

IMSMA V3.0 strengthens structure, 

functionality, platform, security and 

performance. Proper chain-of-action and 

business rules must be followed when 

updating informacion; for example, a 

clearance operation cannot begin until a 

technical survey is completed. Structured 

Query Language (SQL), the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO)

approved coding used in Oracle and other 

powerful database systems, is now used. 

The Microsoft SQL Server back-end is 

more powerful, more secure and easier to 

back up and restore chan older Microsoft 

Access versions. Bur IMSMA V3.0 retains 

rhe familiar Access front-end. 

The SQL Server dismantles IMSMA 

V2's restriction of few concurrent users. An 

unlimited number of users can access the 

system with no performance degradation. 

Smaller mine action programs may run 

compact (and free!) Microsoft Desktop 

Engine (MSDE), allowing five concurrent 

users bur in practice supporting more. 

MSDE easily runs SQL on desktop or 

notebook PCs. Humanitarian Demining 

Training Camp's (HDTC's) uses MSDE 

wirh good results while the much larger 

Mine Action Center Afghanistan (MACA) 

runs the full SQL Server. SQL gives us 

rhe following: 

• Data export-import wirh native SQL 

files (NAT files)-small and fasr to 

rransmir-as well as good performance, 

even over slow dial-up connections. 

• Easy protection of information using 

IMSMA censor tools and public key 

encryption. This should expedite two-way 

sharing of information. 

• Multi-layer security on the domain

based network: network authentication by

pass login name and password (trusted 

connection), IMSMA login authentication 

and password, and IMSMA server security 

and policy make the system secure and 

reliable. 

New scams control features, 

improved task management and process 

rools and revised GIS themes for SysAdmin 

and "Ops," IMSMA V3.0. 

New Functionality and 
Decentralized Data Entry 

Gerring past technical improvements, 

IMSMA V3.0 has more everyday 

functionali ty. This functionality includes 

the following points: 

• New MRE module for the 

tracking a nd analysis of educational and 

ourreach activities. 

• Contacts and organizations tables 

for complete information o n key 

individuals and organizations. 

• More than 70 summary and 

statistical reports in tabular and chart 

fm·mars. 

IMSMA template reporrs enable 

MACs co revise IM SMA's reporting tools 

according to local requirements. O lder 

versions provided fewer reports, and non

technical managers often called IMSMA a 

"black-hple"-pur a lot of data in the 

system, retrieve less from rhe database. 

Harsh criticism now resolved! 

Decentralized data entry works nicely 

at MACA. Granring geographical areas of 

respon sibility to Area Mine Action Centers 

(AMACs) and giving each AMAC 

responsibility for data entry streamlines 

synchronization with headquarters in 

Kabul. MACA's large AMACs correspond 

ro the regional mine action cenrers 

(RMACs) of smaller programs. 

Upgrading 

Enhancements clearly justify 

upgrading co IMSMA V3.0. Afghanistan 

(MACA), Lebanon (the UN Mine Action 

Coordination Cell [UN-MACC]) and the 

United Scates (HDTC and Survey Action 

Cenrer in Washington) upgraded as soon as 

ir was available with good results. The 

Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine 

Action (ANAMA) customized IMSMA 

V2.2 to meet its needs and is now 

considering upgrading wirh help from the 

GICHD. Ochers will follow. 

Training for IMSMA V3.0 was 

needed. SysAdmins arrended GICHD

ETHZ "Train-t

he-Trainer" 

(T-r-T) in 

Geneva during April 2003. The actual 

upgrade is straightforward. 

Software Requirements 
ETHZ's development ream 

recommends Windows 2000 Professional 

or XP Professional. IMSMA V3.0 will run 

on Windows NT, although this is nor 

recommended. HDTC installed IMSMA 

V3.0 on older NT machines, which worked 

bur did nor seem "happy. " NT machines 

are now upgraded ro Windows 2000. 

Additionally, IMSMA V2.2 must be 

present, so if an earlier version is installed, 

upgrade to 2.2 first. Microsoft Office 2000 

Professional, nor Office XP, is required. 

Finally, ArcView 3.2a, the same verswn 

used by IMSMA V2.2, is used . 

Hardware Requirements 
The SQL Server back-end may want a 

better home than the old Access database. 

HDTC runs IMSMA V3.0 and MSDE on 

newer mid-range PCs (Windows XP 

D 
Data Entry 

!MSMAADP 

I 
i 
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Professional, Pentium 4 l.8 GHz, 256 MB 

RAM, 40GB hard disk) with good results, 

but the database is small. UNMACA runs 
the full SQL Server on a Pentium 4 wirh 

512 MB RAM and a 150-GB hard disk. 
Client workstations are similar to HDTC's 

server: 256MB RAM and 40-GB hard disk. 

Running the Upgrade 
First, make the usual full backups. Be 

aware of the following: 

1. Any cusromization on the IMSMA 
V2.2 needs to be configured after 

upgrading. The best practice would be ro 

review and update documentation for all 
customization-forms, reports, queries, 

etc.-before the upgrade process. 
2. IMSMA's upgrade utility will rake 

you first to the Data Cleaning Tool. All 

tables in the IMSMA V2.2 darapool 

containing rhe clnOrganization field need 
ro be standardized and cleaned up because 

content of the new tb!Organization in 
IMSMA V3.0 will be formed from 

clnOrganization fields of rhe tables. 

3. If you are running IMSMA V2.2 as 

Server/Client solution, upgrade rhe server 

first, then run client insrallarions. 

4. After upgrading, the status for all 

processes and status for areas must 

ArcVi GIS 

at a 
Dictionary 
(FrontEnd) 

Unk from IMSMAData Pool 

I 
GIS Queries 

I 

IMSMA V3.0 users need only work with the Access front-end and ArcView GIS 
interface; high-performance back-end and datapool are transparent to all but 
SysAdmin. c/o MACA, Kabul 
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This is the defautt status of a 
process VYhen is created in 
IMSMA V3.0. 

An issued process has been scheduled and assigned to an 
organisation in charge of accomplishing the job. The process 
must not yet have begun. 

The process is ongoing 
Work is being done 

uspened 

Aborted 

The process has finished and 
had success. No more work 
is being done for this process 

If during work (ongoing process) some 
unexpected event happens and the work 
must be suspended temporarily, the status 
of the process can be set to suspended. 
As long as it is expected the process to be 
restarted. the status is suspended. When 
the process is definitively canceled the 
status is set to aborted. 

The process has been canceled and will not be 
restarted. A new process may be scheduled in 
the future to complete the work started, but \Mil 
not influence or change the fact that the first 
process is aborted 

Process management in IMSMA V3.0 follows accepted mine action business rules, 
with each task's status based on the correct chain of action. For example, IMSMA 
will not allow clearance operations in a mine-affected area until technical survey is 
completed. c/o MACA, Kabul 

Afghanistan's MACA manages the world's largest mine action information net
work, running IMSMA V3.0 and the full SOL Server back-end in Kabul, with decen
tralized data entry at MACA's eight AMACs. c/o MACA, Kabul 
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be corrected by IMSMA V3.0's Data 

Quality Explorer cool. 

HDTC and MACA found IMSMA 

V3.0's powerfu l data-cleaning cools 

effective in cleaning minor data emry errors 

such as misspellings or different spelling of 

organization names. The upgrade easily 

imported names inro the new contacts 

table. HDTC students ran full IMSMA 

V3.0 and MSDE installations on different 

PCs, which went well. Sometimes there 

would be a little "IMSMA bug"-rhis is 

normal with highly customized non

commercial software. SysAdmin should 

report these co the development ream but 

nor worry. Installations always ended up 

running fine.4 

Consult with rhe Swiss support ream if 

you are uncertain about upgrading. Read 

rhe manual-it's a good one! 

IMSMA in the MAC 

Training Issues 
Grear cools are of little use without 

adequate training. One week of local 

training will work for sharp data entry 

people familiar with IMSMA V2.2. 

Managers should realize that added data 

fields mean some tasks will take longer. 

SysAdmin, quality assurance and trainers 

should arrend the Geneva T-t-T. They 

should first be completely familiar with 

IMSMA V2.2 and ArcView, understand 

relational database theory and have 

experience writing SQL queries. 
The GICHD runs successful 

Parmcrship fo r Peace seminars 1n 

cooperation with the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) and special G IS 

conferences. Other training may evolve as 

IMSMA usc accelerates: 

• A one-week "IMSMA 101" course 

could cover managemem issues bur not 

technical derails. 

• A second week "IMSMA for 

operators" course (follow-on co "I 01 ") for 

advisers and Ops could cover reporting and 

GIS 111 derail without developing 

SysAdmin skills. 

Training with in che MAC creates a 

progressive working environment and 

expedites day-to-day activities. IT cannot 

be lazy or impatient about training less 

technically oriented colleagues, and Ops 

must nor have an attitude that they are 

above doing basic IMSMA tasks. IT people 

must nor have a "knowledge is power" 

attitude toward sharing information; Ops 

should nor look ar IT as "geeks " who 

cannot understand demining. Hands-on 

mission-oriented training, using IMSMA 

reports and GIS queries co develop useful 

operations information, teaches valuable 

skills in a practical way. Cross-training 

where Ops and IT learn about each other's 

work enhances ream building. U.S. Army 

Special Forces teams constantly cross-train. 

An ideal IMSMA training ream might be 

an experienced, patient, technical person 

working with a similar operations person. 

Customization 

Mine action managers somenmes 

criticize IMSMA for not supporting 

accual demining-for being a "head

quarters roy" to impress visitors. This may 

be a valid criticism but is clearly not the 

in tention of IMSMA developers or local 

SysAdmin. IMSMA can give powerful 

support co field operato rs. 

Perhaps something 1n standard 

JMSMA doesn' t match local needs. This 

is why IMSMA is designed to be 

customized. Local teams should 

continually think about new development 

of their system. Any cuscomization must 

be fully documented in accordance with 

good software development practice. 

IT should encourage non-technical 

feedback and do required development

but avoid unneeded cuscomization. 

Cuscomization possibilities include 

normal Access modifications, e.g., 

adding data fie lds co forms. Reports can 

be customized and comple tely new 

reports written; good IT work will make 

them available to customers. If new fields 

arc correctly written, and necessary 

Access work done, the language 

translation capabilities of IMSMA V3 .0 

will be retained. Custom GIS themes can 

be created, which requires higher-level 

SysAdm in skill s since custom SQL 

queries are needed ro Sllpport rhe 

themes. Local cuscomizations must be 

undertaken o nly by well-trained people 

and may nor be retained during upgrade, 

rhus rhe importance of full 

documentation! Upgrades will be more 

complex in MACs where a lor ofiMSMA 

cuscomization was done. 

Management Within the MAC 

In mine action programs around the 

world, IMSMA technical personnel are 

utilized for report and map priming by 

operations. Bur IMSMA is designed co be 
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Minefield plot (vector data) by MACA shows local customization (using ArcView 
extension) adding bearing and distance information to turning points with IMSMA 
GIS. c/o MACA, Kabul 
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used directly by Ops for such tasks. 

Reporting tools are user-friendly, and basic 

GIS skills like producing maps and overlays 

are developed with practice and perhaps an 

ArcView tutorial. Being able to do this 

within "Ops," withom having ro wait for 

IT, means faster information. 

Misunderstandings are avoided and 

accuracy increases. 

Similar circumstances occur in other 

business situations. Legacy databases, with 

complex reporting cools, were beyond the 

ability of anyone except specialists to extract 

reports from. Execucives would write reporr 

requirements and submit to IT, waiting 

days co get the information they needed. 

Often the report would not meet their 

needs, so a change would be requested and 

the process repeated. Mine action cannot 

wait for chis ro happen! 

Modern desktop (or notebook) 

databases changed that. A big part of the 

beauty of!MSMA V3.0 is that it retains the 

friendly Microsoft Access front-end to 

connect with che powerful SQL darapool. 

Mine action managers exrracr the 

information they need in minutes without 

waiting on IT - who may be in the middle 

of repairing the network, getting an RMAC 

back o nline or any other essential task. IT 

can then spend more rime training users, 

optimizing the system for better 

performance and doing higher-end analysis 

in support of management. 

Distributed IT 

To accomplish all of this, a distributed 

approach co IT within the MAC may prove 

helpful. That is, IT may give up some 

centralized control of information 

management and give greater responsibility 

co "Ops." IMSMA allows this co be safely 

done wirh various administrative accounts 

and user logins. Read-only termi nals allow 

exrraction of information, while other 

terminals may allow data entry but not 

cuscomization. With proper training, Ops 

may take over certain data input activities, 

e.g., survey and clearance reporting. Ops 

may even be faster and more accurate 

getting rhis information into IMSMA's 

datapool compared co data entry people 

unfamiliar with rhe field environment. 

Quality control procedures may need 

revision in distributed IT; this may be 
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similar to requirements with decentralized 

dara enrry. MACA has accomplished much 

of rhis, with read-only terminals as well as 

decentralized dara entr y and advanced d ata 

quality capabilities. 

Conclusion 

IM S MA V3.0 IS a " mis sion 

accelerator

" 

fo r mine action o perations 

a nd planning; no MAC sh o u ld ru n 

w irh o ur i r. Process managemen t rools 

ex p edite da y- ro-day activ ities an d 

track actual wo r k on t h e g r o u nd. 

IM SMA connects operations st aff and 

m a n age rs wi th eac h oth e r and rh e 

o u rs ide wo rld, in real rime if they h ave 

sr ro n g communicat ions . A properly 

u sed IMSMA system reduces 

administrative burdens. 

T he powerful SQL database all ows 

fast expon a nd import of data among mine 

action partners and other agencies (e.g., 

socio-economic or infrasrrucrure data). GIS 

functionality allows map display, spatial 

a na lysis and quality control of data. 

IMSMA o ffers a wide selection of pre

formatted fo rms and reports and can be 

customized fo r local needs. 

With IMSMA V3.0 's improved 

ma nagem ent tools, O peratio ns can 

efficientl y task and plan , sometimes 

without visiting the field. Using IMSMA 

this way doesn ' t requite d ee p IT 

knowledge, just an interest and willingness 

to learn- and some helpful " IMSMA 

ge

eks" 

who will share their knowledge! 
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Ukraine Responds to New Mine 
Action Demands 
The Ukraine has been testing demining equipment as well as practicing 

new mine action methods in order to meet international guidelines. The 

following article discusses the different types of demining equipment that 

Ukrainian deminers have tested and hope to use in the future. 

Ukra in ian de miners in south Leba non used detectors and prods made in the Ukraine. 

by Lt. Col. Sergei 
Pashinsky, Director, UMAIC 

Introduction 

In addressing the landmine problem 

in the Ukraine, we muse first examine the 

magnitude of the problem and secondly, 

categorize and distribute issues into 

relevant categories. With more than one 

million mines and pieces of UXO buried 

in Ukrainian soil and over II million 

mumc1ons scockpiled , most of the 

Uk raine's problems relate co explosive 

remnants of war (ERW). Twenty co 24 

d o mestic explosive ordnan ce d isposal 

(EOD) teams travel daily ro places where 

UXO is de rccccd , and they neutralize on 

average 150 to 200 pieces of munitions. In 

2001 -2002, about 348,000 var ious 

ex plos ive d ev ices were found and 

d estroyed . Fortunate ly, over rh e past I 0 

years, the international community has 

focused on alleviating the humanita ria n 

impact of APLs. 

In rhe Ukraine, we are taking steps ro 

launch our own National Mine Action 

Program (NMAP) , and the interim 

in frastructure of our prospective NMAP is 

actively being developed. In addition co the 

M in istry of D efense , rhe Emergency 

M inistry and the Special Police Bomb 

D isposal Divisio n, which were traditionally 

in volved 111 this 1ssue, several 

EOD/demin ing a nd research and 

developm ent (R&D) comme rcial 

companies have been established. The 

personnel of these companies has been 

trai ned accord ing ro the Inte rnational 

M ine Acrion Standards (!MAS) and has 

experien ce using new mille action 

me thodologies and technologies. 

However, we wo uld also like to see the 

in te rn ational mille action community 

expedite the process of implementing a 

global ERW program . 
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